Skeleton Tracking using Kinect Sensor & Displaying in 3D Virtual Scene
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Abstract

Current research on skeleton tracking techniques focus on image processing in conjunction with a video camera constrained by bones and joint movement detection limits. The paper proposed 3D skeleton tracking technique using a depth camera known as a Kinect sensor with the ability to approximate human poses to be captured, reconstructed and displayed 3D skeleton in the virtual scene using OPENNI, NITE Primesense and CHAI3D open source libraries. The technique could perform the bone joint movement detections in real time with correct position tracking and display a 3D skeleton in a virtual environment with abilities to control 3D character movements for the future research.
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1. Introduction

Computer and animation technology application in three dimensional (3D) games has made significant progress. Detecting the movement of people in 3D can be applied, but many limitations exist for detecting the motion of the bones and joints in real-time. Since the tracking of bones and joints is advantageous in a character rigging for animated 3D movement, most 3D games record the movement of bone joints in the database. This recorded data will be applied for changing the character’s position and movements and display quickly. Thus, this paper gives an overview of the state of the art and currently available literature and techniques related to body or skeleton tracking techniques. Some techniques are used to detect the body movement in 2D. Other segmentation techniques are designed to be used in bone and joint detection. Many schemes are proposed for tracking the body skeleton in 3D. The common aim of all these techniques is to develop an automated tracking body or skeleton movement which can help create a digital character animation in 3D or control through some devices such as TV, robot and so forth. This paper also presents a discussion on depth camera and libraries that can be applied for skeleton tracking as well. Then the paper proposes the process for developing the prototype to detect the movement of the bones in 3D with a Kinect sensor and display in 3D virtual scene.

2. Summarization of reviewed motion and skeleton tracking techniques

The researchers have surveyed a number of approaches and application examples for body motion and skeleton tracking techniques. Body tracking or skeletal tracking techniques using an ordinary camera are not easy and require extensive time in developing. The summarizations of reviewing body or skeletal tracking techniques are presented by the technique used along with advantages, disadvantages and illustrations as shown in Table 1 for the technique referred in [1] to [8], Table 2 for the technique referred in [9] to [15], and Table 3 for the technique referred in [16] to [23] respectively.

3. Implementation

From the body or skeleton tracking survey above, to detect the bone joints of human movement is still a major problem because the depth of the human body cannot be determined through the use of a
typical camera. However, we have tried to use more than one video camera to detect and determine the depth of the object, but the consequence is that the cost increases and the process ability have been slowed down due to the increased data processing. Fortunately, with the availability of an infrared or depth camera such as a Kinect sensor makes it possible to acknowledge the depth of the object.

Real time human pose recognition technique on depth image is based on the paper by Shotton and et. al. [23] combined with the unsupervised learning technique by Weber [24] and segmentation images with the Layout Consistent Random Field Technique by Winn and Shotton [25].

**Table 1.** A survey table of advances in vision-based human motion capture and analysis along with Pros, Cons and illustrations of different techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>Illustrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real-time Decentralized Articulated Motion Analysis and Object Tracking from Videos [1]</td>
<td>Fast and Easy to Implement.</td>
<td>Fails to provide satisfactory results for the case of self-occlusion due to the fact that it cannot handle pose relation between two adjacent parts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binocular stereo algorithm to estimate scene Structure [2]</td>
<td>1. Reconstruction with sub-pixel disparity. 2. Precise boundary localization.</td>
<td>Poor result on the rough surface that has to be solved by adaptive parameters in the stereo algorithm to adjust segmentation coarseness &amp; the amount of surface details.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalman and Particle Filters constrained by human biomechanics to track human position [3]</td>
<td>Ability to handle any bipedal motion without being constrained to specific activities.</td>
<td>The pivot points are generally occluded for an extended period of time which is undesirable.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical space-time model (HSTM) with Histogram of Gabor Orientations (HIGO) [5]</td>
<td>Computational is efficient for searching human action in the video.</td>
<td>The query longer than two seconds has not been tested yet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual tracking via dynamic tensor analysis with mean update (DTAMU) [7]</td>
<td>Effective and robust algorithm for movement tracking, especially in the changing environments.</td>
<td>This algorithm has not been tested on 3D image environment yet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time Body Tracking Using a Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model [8]</td>
<td>The algorithm of this system can track the body movement very well.</td>
<td>The algorithm will have a hard time to track the movements which has a no prior motion model.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. A survey table of advances in vision-based human motion capture and analysis along with Pros, Cons and illustrations of different techniques (extended 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>Illustrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A real-time articulated human motion tracking using tri-axis inertial/magnetic sensors package [9]</td>
<td>Accurate tracking could be achieved by applying Kalman filter to eliminate drift error while making the angular rate measurements from the rate gyro which enhances the gyro dynamic and linear acceleration disturbance from accelerometers.</td>
<td>1. Time lag generated by Kalman filter 2. The conflict between time lag vs. random error; the reduction of time lag has caused larger random error.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Global Kernel Density Mode Seeking [11]</td>
<td>1. Converge faster with smaller number of iteration than regular mean shift (MS) tracking algorithm. 2. No overshoot during the converging process. 3. Ability to handle the large displacement of video frame which regular mean shift (MS) failed.</td>
<td>Need further discriminative features other than color histograms for better localization and tracking performance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Pose Tracking in Monocular Sequence Using Multilevel Structured Models [12]</td>
<td>Full pose inference giving less position error and weighing average error than blob tracking alone.</td>
<td>Long processing time for rendering so it is unsuitable for real time application.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action and Gait Recognition From Recovered 3-D Human Joints [13]</td>
<td>Exemplar-based hidden Markov model (EMHMM) has given the average 3D pose recognition rate about 94% for testing data, better results than previous researches.</td>
<td>Having a problem on the recognition of punch action due to the differences between punch action by male and female subjects.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive particle Filter with Body Part Segmentation for Full Body Tracking [14]</td>
<td>Ability to handle the fast movements with changing viewpoints from different actors.</td>
<td>1. Inability to perform real time tracking due to the algorithm complexity. 2. Need a fine human model to replace the old one to minimize the errors on movement tracking.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Organizing Map (SOM) for behavior detection of gesture [15]</td>
<td>Ability to track moving palm by using SOM and skin color for adaptive background update.</td>
<td>Still having a problem on tracking the palm movements of multiple subjects.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. A survey table of advances in vision-based human motion capture and analysis along with Pros, Cons and illustrations of different techniques (extended 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>Illustrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Human pose modeling and body tracking using Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) for Skin Color Segmentation [16] | The initialization and segmentation problem of the vision based markerless motion capture of the human body can be solved by DWT to eliminate background clutter with the average of 89.5% accuracy on 3D pose correction. | 1. This algorithm has been tested only for frontal poses while the lateral poses have not been tested yet.  
2. This algorithm has not been tested on multiple subjects. | ![Illustration](image1) |
| 2D and 3D Upper Body Tracking with One Framework by Chain Graph (CG ) and Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN)[17][18] | 1. Good tracking results  
2. No drift problem in all sequences.  
3. Generic algorithm for different body motion.  
2. Need at least 5 states of appearance on human activities to ensure the good tracking results. | ![Illustration](image2) |
| Non-rigid body object tracking using fuzzy neural system based on Multiple ROIs and Adaptive Motion Frame Method [19] | An adaptive motion frame method using panoramic images is applied to improve the tracking ability. | High computational complexity which requires modification for real time applications on 3D stereo images. | ![Illustration](image3) |
| Tracking-as-Recognition for Articulated Full Body Human Motion Analysis [20] | 1. The factored-state hierarchical hidden Markov model (FS-HHMM) can handle the cases of occlusions, poor segmentation & reduced resolution by fusing human body tracking with action recognition.  
2. Auto-initialization and self-correction to handle the tracking failure is possible. | 1. Tracking results are not so accurate tracking as annealed particle filter (APL) for the case of clean observation and sedate motion.  
2. Difficult to track the Fridge action.  
3. Need better particle filter in high-dimension human body tracking. | ![Illustration](image4) |
| Real Time Markerless Human Body Tracking by Colored Voxels & 3D Blobs with learnt models of behaviors [21] | Broad range of body movement captured while eliminating jitters by Monte Carlo Bayesian framework and a variable length Markov model for self-recovery. | Tracking for multiple subjects has not tried yet.  
2. Need dimensionality reduction on the learning cluster  
3. Need an online learning to handle unseen sequence. | ![Illustration](image5) |
| ML-Fusion base Multi-Model Human Detection and Tracking for Robust Human-Robot Interfaces [22] | Fast and Easy to Implement. | Fails to provide satisfactory results for the case of self-occlusion due to the fact that it cannot handle pose relation between two adjacent parts. | ![Illustration](image6) |
| Real-time human pose recognition in parts from single depth images [23]. | 1. Quickly and accurately predicts 3D positions of body joints from a single depth image, using no temporal information.  
2. Ability to run the classifier in parallel on each pixel on a GPU to increase the speed. | Using large and highly varied training dataset to estimate body parts invariant to pose, body shape, clothing, etc. to pose the relation between two adjacent parts. | ![Illustration](image7) |
3.1. Libraries to Control Kinect Sensor

Table 4. A Comparison Table for Different NUI libraries along with Pros and Cons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | OpenNI/NITE        | 1. Supports both Microsoft Kinect and Xtion Pro LIVE.  
2. Several methods ready to use.  
3. Very popular, with many applications in various fields.  
4. Have skeleton tracking.  
5. Available for most languages.  
6. Any OS compatible application. | 1. Relatively difficult to install.  
2. Calibration Posture is in need. |
| 2  | Libfreenect        | 1. Several applications.  
2. Available for most languages.  
3. Any OS compatible application. | 1. Very difficult to install for beginner.  
2. No skeleton tracking. |
| 3  | CL NUI             | 1. Ability to capture the broad range of body movements.  
2. Small jitter due to the camera noise can be filtered with ease. | 1. It cannot perform motion prediction.  
2. No learned soft constraints to handle the case of severe occlusions. |
| 4  | Microsoft Kinect SDK | 1. Widely known in the community of robotic systems.  
2. Easy to install, fairly widespread. | 1. Poor High level API.  
2. Support for Windows only.  
3. No skeleton tracking.  
4. Available for only C/C++ and C#. |
| 5  | Evoluce SDK        | 1. Easy to install.  
2. Ready to use methods for gesture recognition.  
3. Have skeleton tracking. | 1. Support for Windows only.  
2. Calibration Posture is in need.  
3. Available for only C/C++ and C#. |

For our implementation, outputs from Kinect have been applied through the Natural User Interface (NUI) Library. The five known NUI libraries include OpenNI (Open Natural Interaction) [26], NITE Primesense [27] which is used in the paper, libfreenect [28], CL NUI [29], Microsoft Kinect SDK [30], and Evoluce SDK [31]. A comparison for five different NUI libraries along with advantages and disadvantages are described in Table 4.

In this paper, we introduce the skeleton tracking using Microsoft Kinect sensor. Kinect sensor generates a depth map in real time, where each pixel corresponds to an estimate of the distance between the Kinect sensor and the closest object in the scene at that pixel’s location. Based on this map, the Kinect system allows further developing applications to accurately track different parts of the human body in three dimensions.

OpenNI is designed such that applications can be used independently of the specific middleware and therefore allows further developing codes to interface directly with OpenNI while using the functionality from NITE Primesense Middleware. The main purpose of NITE Primesense Middleware is an image processing, which allows for both hand-point tracking and skeleton tracking. The technique for 3D skeleton tracking using Kinect sensor and displayed in 3D virtual scene can be explained by the flowchart in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Flowchart of skeleton tracking and displayed in three dimensions.](image-url)
3.2. CHAI3D Library\[32][33]

When a new user is detected, the standard user pose is detected so the user's skeleton can be calibrated and tracked. The start of tracking triggers the creation of a new 3D skeleton using CHAI3D (Computer Haptics & Active Interfaces 3D), and its attachment to the scene graph. The skeleton is made invisible when the user leaves the Kinect's view, and visible again when it returns. If the user remains out of sight for several seconds, then the user is considered lost and his/her skeleton is deleted from the scene graph. For the creation of a 3D skeleton and 3D virtual scene is handled by a skeleton 3D object, which creates the 3D joints and limbs (i.e. spheres and cylinders) using an open source library named CHAI3D. The scene graph by CHAI3D is shown as in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Scene graph by CHAI3D.](image)

3.3. Kinect Sensor [34]

Kinect is capable of producing depth, texture, user information and skeleton information which can be explained in detail. The depth map uses the input from the IR cameras; The texture map is the RGB color map of the scene that can be recorded just like any RGB cameras. The user map is an output of binary images that would include the detected people in the scene. If the configuration is done, Kinect is able to detect the limbs of a person and extract them as information of the scene. However, to be able to do that, the person has to stand in front of the Kinect, with the whole body visible, and has to stand for a few seconds with both hands in the air. This process might take from 10 seconds or a little bit more depending on the positions of the Kinect sensor. Once the calibration is done, Kinect tracks the joints and limbs position as can be seen in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. The Skeleton model of Joints and Limbs.](image)
The joint circles without color have not been applied in our prototype. If the person goes out of the frame but comes in really quick, the tracking continues. However, if the person stays out of the frame for too long, Kinect recognizes that person as a new user once she/he comes back, and the calibration needs to be done again. Although Kinect is highly talented, many some limitations exist as well such as Kinect is not capable of detecting the skeleton of the person without doing the calibration.

People in the scene also need to be in the field of view of the camera as well. Kinect does not require to see the whole body if the tracking is configured as the upper-body only as seen in Figure 4 with the color image from Kinect shown in Figure 4(A) while the 2D skeleton tracking on depth image from Kinect is shown in Figure 4(B).

![Figure 4](image_url)

Figure 4. Process for 2D skeleton tracking and display on top of depth image using Kinect sensor.

However, Kinect is not indeed introduced for developers by Microsoft but for the Xbox gaming console. Therefore, it is indeed impossible to get the mentioned data from Kinect. However, third part companies have developed software to make Kinect work with a PC and develop applications on it as well. Microsoft approves those open source frameworks. In our experiments we use the OpenNI framework designed for Kinect and similar sensor that can make it works when connected to a PC and receive the data it generates. On top of that, we have produced our own prototype for saving the data and processing it. Once the skeleton has been tracked, the 3D skeleton joints are displayed in the 3D virtual scene as shown in Figure 5 with the use of the open source named CHAI3D.

![Figure 5](image_url)

Figure 5. 3D skeleton tracking in 3D virtual scene.

Normally, CHAI3D can be used as a high level tool to quickly create haptic scenes. In our prototype, the base class world can be populated by various virtual objects (based on implicit surfaces or on meshes) whose physical characteristics (mass, texture, color, initial position and velocity, etc) can be saved in 3DS and OBJ formats. OpenGL-based graphic rendering of objects and tools is automatically taken care of by the CHAI3D engine.
4. Results

We have implemented and tested our prototype on the 3.0GHz CPU with a single core. Our system can run at real-time with 30 frames per second. The results of 3D skeleton tracking in 3D virtual scene has been demonstrated and tested in the NECTEC-ACE 2011 Conference on IT at the Thai event. Many people have been interested and tried to detect the movement of their own. Our prototype can detect the movement and display the user skeleton in 3D virtual environment in real time and the positions of the joints are presented accurately. Our prototype can detect many users’ movements simultaneously as can be seen in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Figure 6 shows the graphics user interface for 3D skeleton tracking in 3D virtual scene. Figure 7 shows the 3D skeleton tracking in different virtual scenes in real time. Figure 8 shows the virtual scene in different views when the user has interacted with the 3D scene by changing the camera direction.

5. Discussion & Conclusion

After conducting a variety of techniques associated with the review body/skeleton tracking using typical cameras, we found that the development of these techniques takes extensive development. Thanks to the recent development in depth-camera technologies with a single consumer-grade depth-camera, approximated human poses can be captured and reconstructed in real-time. Hence, we consider the application development with a Kinect Sensor. Our application/prototype can be concluded as follows:
1. Can displaying the video of RGB and depth during the user movement.
2. Can detect the movement of the bone structure in 2D with a Kinect sensor and display on top of depth image.
3. Can detect the movement with 3D structure of the bones and display in 3D virtual scene.
4. Can detect the movement of 3D skeleton in real time with multiple users simultaneously.
5. Bones and joints can be displayed in 3D model in different colors with the name of users on top of head joint.
6. Users can interact with the 3D virtual scene with rotation and zoom (zoom in & zoom out) functions while the user can see the 3D skeleton in a variety of perspectives.
7. Can display 3D virtual environment in a variety of formats (3DS and OBJ). This virtual environment can be adjusted without an interruption of the motion tracking.

This application is also important in virtual reality. To realize the interaction between humans and the virtual environment, the body movement needs to be tracked. In interactive games, motion can be captured and used to drive game characters to give the game player a new experience of participation, such as the Kinect for Xbox 360. Motion capture is very useful in physical training as it makes the traditional training based only on experience enter into the digital era. The Microsoft Kinect brought these capabilities to a new level, eliminating the need of a hand-held controller and allowing a precise position detection of the user in 3D space. This evolution extended greatly the possibilities of such a device from simple video games to much more, including its usage in virtual reality simulation. For further development, our 3D skeleton tracking will be used to control the 3D character in real time. Furthermore, many users can have a meeting or interact with each other from different places via the internet. For the matters of applications other than online games, it can be applied for sport training simulation on different events as mentioned in [35], risk accident simulation as a prevention measure in [36][37], training simulation in [38] and so on.
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